
Learn more about  
the benefits of using 
Fence Armor® on 
your posts.

For more information 
call or visit us at:

Download it
FREE Today!
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Prevent, protect
and prolong the life 
of your fence and
our environment.
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Prevent. Protect. Prolong.™

NEW! POST CAPS
CAP-OFF ADDITIONAL DAMAGE

Introducing the first universal Post Cap from Fence Armor® 
engineered to fit 4x4 posts, it features the revolutionary,  
patent-pending Fence Armor® Cap Claw.™ Designed to slide 
easily into place on wood, and vinyl posts providing the 
long-lasting, premium-protection you’ve come to expect 
from Fence Armor.® 

The press-fit design of the Fence Armor® Cap Claw™ features 
two self-adjusting underside prongs that stabilize and lock-in 
the Fence Armor® Post Cap on exposed post tops. A top-
threaded-hole design allows for finial attachment, and post 
cap removal.

Protect posts against rain, snow, sun, hail, and hot or cold 
temperatures that affect untreated, damaged and, exposed 
post-end-grain. Prevent the damage, and protect against  
warping, twisting, and cracking. Prolong post-life – Beautifully.

Fits Posts: 3 ⅜˝ to 4 ³⁄16˝
Coming Soon: 5 ½˝ to 6 ³⁄16˝  
Available colors and finishes:

          White

          Black

NEW! UNIVERSAL DECORATIVE FINIALS 

TOP-UP ON CURB APPEAL

Adding style and elegance to the top of Fence Armor® Post 
Caps is easy with Fence Armor’s Universal Decorative Finials. 
Our Finials work great with any existing post caps, too. Simply 
drill a ¼˝ hole on the existing cap’s center, and affix the Fence 
Armor® Universal Decorative Finial with the nut provided. 

Available in a textured premium, powder-coated finish:

          Black

NEW! THE SHADOW RAIL CONNECTOR™

GET CONNECTED WITH TITAN

Introducing Titan’s Shadow Rail Connector,™ now available 
from Fence Armor.® Easy-to-install, the Shadow Rail Connec-
tor provides a hidden fastener, rail connection to compliement 
any deck style, with a beautiful, lasting aesthetic. Made in 
North America, from UV protected, USA Polycarbonate, the 
Shadow Rail Connector™ matches a 2x4 profile, completely 
hiding all fasteners from view. The durable slide ‘n’ lock design 
provides a ultimate finish that stands up against hard use, and 
extreme temperatures. Available in an angled application for 
stair railings, or level application for deck and porch landings.
 
Available colors and finishes:

          Black

NEW! SNAP ‘N’ LOCK BALUSTER KITS 

LOCKED-IN BEAUTY IS A SNAP

Fence Armor® now offers Titan® Baluster Kits, designed for 
a quick and easy deck, or porch railing refresh. All Titan 
products are produced in North America, and made form 
USA Polycarbonate and Aluminum. Titan’s patent-pending 
Baluster kit comes in round or square designs, and the 
engineered snap ‘n’ lock system is easy-to-use, adding 
style to both new and existing rail systems. 

Available in:

          White

          Black

Texas StarBall-Top Quad Fleur-de-lisHopsTridentAcorn

* FENCE ARMOR® guarantees the powder-coat finish during regular wear and tear only. LIMITED WARRANTY: FENCE ARMOR® offers a warranty term 
(combined  2-years on finish, and 5-years on steel) on defective products that peel, flake,  corrode or fail due to a material defect. This limited warranty ap-
plies only if products are installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions, and building codes. All products are subject to change without notice.



DUAL PROTECTION ABOVE & BELOW
USE FENCE ARMOR® & POSTSAVER® TOGETHER 

Extend the life of every post with the combined protection 
of Fence Armor® and Postsaver®, in the ground and at 
ground level.  

First apply Postsaver® sleeves at the in-ground position 
of the post, using an electric heat gun, a portable butane 
torch, or either standard, or professional grade blow torch. 
Position your post in the ground as normal, and finish off 
with Fence Armor® protection 1˝ above ground, and fasten 
in to place. Your posts are guaranteed to last, and look 
great for 20+ years.

COLOR-MATCHING FASTENERS
COMPLETE THE LOOK

Complete the look of your new post protectors with Fence 
Armor® Fasteners. Made entirely in North America from US 
galvanized steel, each color meticulously matched to each 
post protector.

White Clay      Brown       Green 
Almond Black    Redwood  Galvanized Steel 

FULL PROTECTION
COMPLETE 360°

Protect your investment while preventing damages made 
by regular lawn maintenance. Our two-piece design installs 
in minutes and offers 365/360° Protection from weather and 
insects with side slots that allow for post expansion and 
contraction. Use two pieces, or one for shared fences.
And, mix ‘n’ match colors for a neighbor-friendly fence. 

Our 3˝ tall post protectors are perfect for both wood and 
vinyl fences and square or rectangular stand alone posts 
such as mailboxes, signage, gazebos, wooden play 
structures and more. Sizes range from 3.5˝ to 7.5˝. 

Available colors and finishes:

          White

          Almond

          Clay

          Black

          Brown

          Redwood

          Galvanized Steel

          Green

PRO SERIES
EXTRA HEIGHT = EXTRA PROTECTION

Protect like a pro with Pro Series post protection. 
A custom fit for square or rectangular shaped posts, 
it fits posts measuring 3.5˝ to 6˝ wide and doubles 
the protection with a 6˝ tall design. Ideal for fence, 
mailbox, sign or wooden play structure posts, the
Pro Series comes in a variety of colors and sizes.

Available colors and finishes:

          White

          Almond

          Clay

          Black

          Brown

          Redwood

          Galvanized Steel

          Green

ROUND PROTECTION
GET ‘ROUND IN THE COUNTRY

Fits wood or vinyl round posts measuring 3˝ to 7˝ in diameter, 
and larger. Our variable pitched slot design can accommodate 
any post size. Simply connect additional pieces using color 
coded fasteners for a custom fit. Ideal in any equine application, 
Round Protection can also be applied to the top of posts to 
deter horse cribbing.

Available colors and finishes:

          White

          Black

          Galvanized Steel

DEMI PROTECTION
LOW RAIL HEIGHT

Ideal for low rail situations or privacy fences, Demi Protection’s 
shallow depth prevents interference with bottom rails, fitting both 
wood and vinyl posts. This unique design protects posts in a 
variety of scenarios; shared fences using multiple stains, or single 
posts with hard-to-fit corners in need of custom protection.
Sizes range from 3.5˝ to 7.5˝.

Available colors and finishes:

          White

          Almond

          Clay

          Black

          Redwood

          Galvanized Steel

ORNAMENTAL PROTECTION
CLICK-EASY

Prevent costly repairs or replacements and prolong the 
beauty of metal and aluminum fencing with our easy
two-piece, click-together Ornamental post protection.

Easily installs without fasteners,in less than a minute, 
this two-piece design locks together for a  secure fit. 
Post sizes range from 2˝ to 3.50˝.

Available colors and finishes:

          Black

A REAL GOOD STAIN
EXPERT FENCE & DECK STAIN FINISH – EVERY TIME

A premium-grade blend of non-drying oils and conditioners 
nurture wood in an eco-friendly, low VOC stain and sealer that 
eliminates oxidation, UV ray damage, mold, mildew, minimizes 
warping with no streaking, no running and no overlap marks.

Available colors:

          Cedar Tone

          Pecan

          Redwood

          Mahogany

          Chestnut

          Walnut

          Cape Cod Gray


